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Today: Active Memory Research
Processing in-memory

3D-stacking

Non-volatile memory
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Processing in-memory
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What is processing in-memory?
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Historically…

Compute tightly integrated w/ memory

E.g., Intelligent RAM (IRAM)
◦ “Chips that remember and compute”

◦ [Patterson+, IEEE Micro’97]



What problems does PIM try to solve?
Processors spend too much time & energy moving data around!

Why did this happen?
◦ Memory & logic optimize for different things (density vs speed)

◦ ➔ They use different manufacturing processes

◦ ➔ Not possible to integrate fastest logic & densest memory

The case for PIM:
◦ Growing logic <-> memory performance gap

◦ Cache hierarchies getting deeper & deeper to compensate

◦ Expensive & not always effective

◦ DRAM will soon be “too big” (yikes!)
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PIM history until today
Late ‘90s

◦ Memory wasn’t too big

◦ Memory manufacturing is a commodity business; can’t sacrifice density / hard to add features

◦ PIM went into slumber, pending a major technological change

2010s
◦ 3D-stacking happened (more later)

◦ Increasing interest in accelerators

◦ PIM increasingly about using the memory array itself to accelerate computation

◦ Confusing terminology… processing in-memory vs in-memory processing vs near-data processing
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In-memory acceleration
[Seshadri+, MICRO’17]

Can perform basic operations by
activating multiple rows at once

◦ E.g., AND, OR, copying…

Similar ideas in on-chip caches
◦ [Aga+, HPCA’17]

Demonstrated on off-the-shelf devices running out of spec [Gao+, MICRO’19]
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3D stacking & “high-
bandwidth memory”
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What is 3D stacking?
Several layers of Si on top of each other

Each layer contains transistors
◦ Logic or memory (mostly memory)

Through-silicon vias (TSVs) connect layers
◦ Just wires

◦ But pretty big – limited by manufacturing 
alignment

Image from AMD
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Are there only three dimensions?
No!

According to architects, the universe has 2, 2.5, 3, or 5.5 dimensions
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Why do 3D stacking?
Density!

◦ Can fit more stuff in the same form factor

◦ Dream: monolithic 3D integration

◦ I.e., arbitrarily fine-grain wiring across layers (no TSVs)

◦ Not currently viable but some promising research (CNTs at Stanford/MIT)

◦ 2.5D-/3D-stacking approximate true 3D integration

Cost – aka, “Chiplet” design
◦ Assemble system from small components & tightly integrate them

◦ Pay non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost once for each chiplet

◦ Improve manufacturing yield
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What are the problems w/ 3D stacking?
Power

◦ Heat was a problem with 2D designs, now you want to put them on top of each other???

Q: What’s the solution?

A: Don’t stack logic or SRAM.

➔ 3D stacking is used primarily for DRAM
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Advantages of 3D-stacked DRAM
Why 3D-stack memory?

Hint: thus far used mostly in GPUs
◦ Increase capacity of memory on-package

◦ Increase bandwidth to memory

◦ TSVs are far more abundant than I/O pins

◦ No significant impact on latency

◦ Same DRAM banks, just in a different place (avoids off-chip bus traversal though)

Enabler of old-school PIM
◦ Now we can use logic process for logic & memory process for memory!
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Cache hierarchy w/ 3D-stacked DRAM
Add 3D-stacked DRAM as second layer of shared cache between SRAM “LLC” and main memory

Tags are the main challenge
◦ DRAM is too slow

◦ SRAM is too small

AlloyCache [Qureshi & Loh, MICRO’12]
◦ Use direct-mapped organization (why does that help?)

UnisonCache [Jevdjic+, MICRO’14]
◦ Increase line size to a full row (why does that help?)
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Modern PIM architecture
3D-stack of DRAM

Organized as “vaults” along TSVs

Single logic layer below DRAM

Contains accelerators/cores/etc
◦ E.g., DNN accelerator via PIM

[Gao+, ISCA’17]

Challenges:
◦ Keep communication within a vault

◦ Coherence – do you have it?
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Near-memory acceleration on multicore
[Hashemi+, ISCA’16]
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Non-volatile memory
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What is non-volatile memory (NVM)?
New memories that retain state when power fails

Phase-change memory
◦ Storage: whether material is amorphous or crystalline

Resistive RAM
◦ Storage: resistance of bit cell (high vs. low)

Spin-transfer torque magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM)
◦ Storage: electron spin
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Non-volatile memory tradeoffs
ADVANTAGES

Persistence
◦ Can retain values across power loss

Density
◦ Can build larger memories

Cost
◦ More bits for less $$

(much worse than flash/disk)

DISADVANTAGES

Latency
◦ Worse than volatile memory

(Much better than storage though)

Read-write asymmetry
◦ Writing a persistent value takes a long time 

(because physics)

Wear-out
◦ NVMs stop working after N writes

(N ≈ 106~15, depending who you ask)
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How to use non-volatile memory?
MEMORY REPLACEMENT

Bigger, cheaper memory

Missed opportunity?
◦ Doesn’t exploit persistence (w/out other 

changes)

Challenges?
◦ Write cost & wear-out

STORAGE REPLACEMENT

“High-performance SSD”

Missed opportunity?
◦ Indirection (slow) through file system

◦ Doesn’t exploit byte addressability

Challenges?
◦ High cost (vs. flash/disk)

◦ Where does performance boost pay off?

◦ Can NVM beat a mix of DRAM + flash?
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Harnessing NVM’s benefits
Re-architect systems to use NVM effectively

Viewed as memory:
◦ Direct-access

◦ Exploit byte addressability

Viewed as storage:
◦ Persistence – this is a big change!

◦ Need new class of persistence barriers to ensure crash-consistency [Pelley+, ISCA’14]

◦ Software frameworks like Intel pobj library use transaction-based model

◦ Wear-out – Need to protect memory from frequent writes

◦ DRAM cache in front of memory

◦ (Assumes system has enough capacitance to flush cache)
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NVM for on-chip caches
[Wang+, HPCA’14]

Why would you do this?

Density
◦ LLC takes a lot of area & misses are very expensive

Energy
◦ LLC static leakage power is significant

What about writes?

Use mixed-technology cache design
◦ Some amount of SRAM for frequently written data

◦ NVM for bulk of capacity (reads >> writes)
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Summary
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Memory research
New architectural techniques needed to maintain performance scaling

Vast majority of applications will never get an ASIC

Where does reconfigurable computing fit in?
◦ Must have regular control / dataflow for mapping

◦ Not super data-parallel – or GPU will do well

◦ ➔ Covers some applications but not universal

Some persistent problems
◦ Programming & compilation

◦ HLS & DSLs are promising approaches, but no consensus solution

◦ What is the right granularity?
◦ Constant tug towards specialization, but no obvious answer
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